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Abstract—Wireless sensor networking is an rising technology, 
which potentially supports many Emerging applications for 
both civilian and military purpose. Node compromise is the 
major and uniquesecurity issues in sensor network. These 
compromised nodes could report false sensed resultsand 
degrade the reliability of the whole network. The secure 
network protocol of MoteSecawareonly provide security 
against DoS attack with AES and to detect the replay and 
jamming attacksbased on synchronized incremental counter 
approach. But the false report injection attacks willnot be 
detected in MoteSec aware. The false report injection is one 
of the critical threats inwireless sensor network. Sometimes 
it may destroy the scheme is used. The scheme each nodehas 
a hash chain of authentication keys used to endorse reports 
mean while a legitimate reportshould be authenticated by a 
certain number of nodes. Wireless whole network. Filter the 
falsereport injection attacks and to prevent dos attacks 
dynamic en-route filtering sensor networkingis an rising 
technology, which potentially supports many emerging 
applications Finally we proveour scheme efficient than 
existing work in terms of energy consumption and 
communicationoverhead also provide security by early 
detection of false reports 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
A wireless sensor network is a spatially distributed 
autonomous sensor to monitor physical or environmental 
conditions which co-operatively pass their data through the 
network to a main location. Wireless sensor network 
contains large number of resource limited sensor nodes each 
sensor nodes work together and transport useful information 
to users. One of the main important thing is security and 
privacy corresponding to data reporting must be concerned 
that cannot be ignored. Sensor networks may suffer various 

types of malicious attacks. False report injection attack is one 
of the attacks that degrade the reliability of whole network.  
In the false report injection attack opponent inject false data 
report into sensor networks. It consists of false dataIt consists 
of some the disadvantages. To overcome the disadvantages 
of existing system we propose a dynamic en-route filtering 
scheme to filter the data report whether it contains the 
injected false data reports. By using this Section III. In 
Section IV we present our proposed work. Finally, we 
conclude the paper with Section V. filtering scheme we can 
provide a secure mechanism for data reporting in wireless 
sensor networks. 
1.1 Network Model 
Sensor nodes are organized into clusters. The deployed 
sensor nodes form a number of clusters and each cluster 
consist of cluster head. The sensor nodes sense the data and 
send the data to corresponding cluster head. Through this 
way the sensor node can balance energy consumption. 
Sensor node detecting the events are called sensing nodes. 
They create and broadcast the data report to the cluster 
 
Fig.1. Sensor nodes organized into clusters.  

 
Cluster head collect all the broadcast data report and 
forwarding these data report to the base station through some 
forwarding nodes. Figure 1 illustrates the network model of 
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sensing nodes. In the figure big dashed circles outline is the 
region of clusters. CH and BS denote as Cluster Head and 
Base Station. Forwarding nodes are denoted as u1,u2……u5 
and sensing nodes are v1,v2……v8. The black color dots are 
representing the compromised nodes and they are located 
either within the clusters or en-route. When some events 
occurs the sensor node sense the events and send cluster 
head. Event can detect at least t number of nodes. Sensor 
node creates and broadcast the sensing reports to the cluster 
head. The cluster head collects all the sensing reports and 
finalize to the aggregated reports and forwarded to base 
station through some forwarding nodes.  
In this paper we are providing a secure mechanism for data 
reporting in wireless sensor network through identifying the 
false data report. Due to the mobility of the nodes the 
topologies of wireless sensor networks change frequently 
this cause fail to detect the false data to overcome this a 
dynamic en-route filtering scheme is applying here.  In this 
paper we think about the following attacks launched by the 
opponent from the compromised nodes: False report 
injection attacks: In false report injection attacks the 
compromised nodes can send the false reports containing 
nonexistent events occurring in their clusters. These false 
data report drain out the limited energy of forwarding nodes 
and also cause false alarm at the base station  
 
2.EXISITING WORK  
2.1 Overview  
 
In the existing work it explains about the security mechanism 
for wireless sensor network. Motesec-aware is a practical 
secure mechanism for wireless sensor network [1]. It 
provides a high security mechanism with low energy 
consumptions. In this paper it identify the various attacks and 
it mainly focus on data access control and secure network 
protocols. A virtual counter manager with a synchronized 
incremental counter is presented to detect the replay attack. 
Jamming attack is identified using symmetric key 
cryptography AES in OCB mode. It also prevents 
unauthorized accesses by using Key-Lock Matching method. 
Through identifying the various it can achieve the goals of 
much less energy consumption.  
 
 
 

2.2 Problem Identification  
 
In existing work the main drawback is efficiency to filtering 
the data is very low and false report injection attack could 
not be filtered and verified. The compromised nodes can 
send the false reports containing some forged or non existing 
events occurring in their clusters. These false reports not 
only cause false alarm at the base station and also exhaust 
out the limited energy of forwarding nodes. Because of the 
mobility the false report injection attack is more challenging 
and hard to resist.  
 
3. PROPOSED WORK  
 
We propose a dynamic en-route filtering scheme for 
detecting injected false data report. When the events occur 
the sensor node collects all the event and send to 
corresponding cluster head. Cluster head aggregate to 
aggregate reports forwarded to the base station through 
forwarding nodes. In our scheme contains three phasesKey 
Pre-Distribution, Key Dissemination, Report 
Forwardingintensive. Once knowledge discovery transplant 
into cloud computing environment, it will spreads 
information data, software 

 
The figure2 illustrate the three phases of dynamic en-route 
filtering scheme. Key pre-distribution is performed only 
once. The clusters are executed keydissemination 
periodically. Report forwarding happens at each node in 
every round. In our scheme each sensor node hold a 
sequence of authentication keys (auth-keys) that form the 
hash chain. Cluster head spread the first auth-keys of all 
sensor nodes to the forwarding nodes before sending the data 
reports. In wireless sensor network the forwarding nodes are 
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situated on multiple paths between the cluster head and base 
station. The data reports are organized into rounds that 
contain a fixed number of reports. Sensing node pick a new 
auth-key to authenticate its data reports for an each round. To 
easy verification of the forwarding nodes the sensing node 
opens up their auth-key at the end of each round. Forwarding 
node can receive the open up auth-keys only when its 
upstream node overhears that it has already broadcast the 
data reports. Each forwarding node verifies the data reports 
based on the open up key that have received and informs its 
nearest neighbor node to forward or drop the data reports 
depending upon the verification result. The processes of 
verification are repeated on each forwarding node at every 
hop before the data reports are dropped or delivered to the 
base station. We discuss the functions of each phase in detail.  
 
3.1 Key Pre-distribution Phase: Each sensor nodes is 
preloaded with a different seed key from which it can 
generate a hash chain of its auth-keys.  
 
3.2 Key Dissemination Phase: The cluster head 
distribute each sensor nodes first auth-key to the forwarding 
nodes. Through this method we can prevent the malicious 
node attack that inject randomly data reports that contains 
falsified auth-keys. Based on distributed auth-keys it will be 
able to filter the false data reports. 
 
3.3 Report Forwarding Phase: In report forwarding 
phase the forwarding nodes verifies the data report based on 
the open up auth-keys and distributed ones. After the 
verification if the data report is valid then the forwarding 
node sends the data report to its next hope node. The data 
reports forwarded hop by hop to the base station. At each 
hop a forwarding node verifies the validity of data reports 
based on the open up keys and informs the verification result 
to the its own next hop node. The mechanism is repeated by 
every forwarding node before the reports are dropped or 
delivered to the base station  

 
Fig.3.The detailed functions of three phases.  
 
In the figure 3 shows the detailed functions of three phases 
of dynamic en-route filtering scheme. Sensor node is denoted 
as v1,..,vi….vn and CH is denoted as cluster head. The 
forwarding nodes are u1,u2…..uj+1 and BS denoted as Base 
station.  
 
Step 1: The cluster head collects the sensing reports from all 
sensor nodes. Cluster generate set of data reports such as 
R1,R2,…..and send to the forwarding node uj with an OK 
message. Cluster head distribute a K(n) message that contain 
auth message of each sensor node to the forwarding nodes. 
Each set of data reports contain the t MACs that means the 
set of data reports containing t number of sensing node 
reports with different auth-keys (z-keys).  
 
Step2: The forwarding node uj receives set of data reports 
and also OK message. Then the uj forward the set of data 
reports to the nearest forwarding node uj+1. Cluster head 
overhears the broadcast of set of data reports from 
forwarding node uj.  
 
Step3: When the cluster head overhear the broadcast from uj 
it send a K(t) message. K(t) consist of open up auth-keys of 
each sensor nodes.  
 
Step4: Forwarding node uj receives the K(t) message. First 
uj checks the authenticity of the open up keys using the 
distributed ones that is decrypted from the K(n) message. By 
using MACs and open up keys it checks the integrity and 
validity of the data reports. The verification processes are: 
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 1) The forwarding node uj checks the K(t) message whether 
it contains different z-keys in correct format. If not it drops 
the message K(t). The verification processes is done for 
verify the validity of K(t).  
2) The forwarding node verify the authenticity of auth-keys 
in K(t) by using hashing function method.  
3) The integrity and validity of the data report is verified by 
using the open up keys that it decrypted from the message 
K(t).  
 
Step5: If the data reports are valid then the forwarding node 
uj send an OK message to nearest forwarding node uj+1 or 
otherwise the data report is not valid it informs to uj+1 to 
drop the data reports.  
Step6: every forwarding nodes repeats the processes until the 
data report are dropped or delivered to the base station. 
These are various procedures for identifying injected false 
data report.  

4.Conclusion 
Security is serious for many sensor networks, because of the 
limited capabilities of sensor nodes. To offer security and 
privacy to a sensor network is a difficult task. There are 
many mechanisms which explain about the security for 
wireless sensor networks. The Motesec aware is one of the 
secure mechanisms in wireless sensor networks. It provides 
security in WSN by identifying some of the attacks. One of 
the drawbacks of Motesec scheme is that it is not efficient 
for Data Reporting. To improve the efficient data reporting 
in WSN an efficient dynamic en-route filtering scheme is 
used here. This filtering scheme is used to filter the 
information of thecompromised node. Through this filtering 
scheme we can identify the injected false data report attack 
and provide secure mechanism for data reporting in wireless 
sensor network. When we identify the false data report it can 
also reduce the energy consumption and communication 
overhead. In the future work, the performance of this 
filtering scheme will be analyzed under different routing 
protocols.  
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